Greeting madam Rosina Hug, i am Wilson, the director of BUEA INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY. Let me start by saying a big thanks to you for what you did when
you visited the Institute. It was a quick decision on your part and I most confess
that those trainees will be for ever great full. I had to informed the other
partners of my Institute about your wonderful gifts, they were surprise and
extended their greeting.
After having a meeting with them, based on what happened during your
visitation, they came in with this suggestion, I quote "In other to make this
donation a blessing for future students without laptops, these laptops are to be
kept in the school lap , were students can sign and collect . It will be an easy
way of monitoring the laptops for any future repair and our December students
from the orphanage will also benefit from it. "
But after having a discussion with Emmanuel, he makes us to understand that,
your vision that day was to meet the difficulties of students at that time not in
future. So, you guys will be please if your decision was respected.
In respect to that his opinion i called for a meeting with my partners and they
said, I should return it to the students, if that is the primary gold of the
organization.
Let me use this opportunity to say that, our intention to keep the machine and
asked students to sign for it was not for selfish reasons but we taught it was a
better way of protecting the vision of your organization.
Since, the school will be able to monitor the use of those laptops, take care of
maintenance services, serve as a channel to others with the same difficulties.
We know that when your donation is properly used, you guys are encouraging
to do more.
Talking about the December program we discussed the day you visited.
" ICT for less privileges "
I came in contact with five people, two girls and three boys. I think i will work
with them. Things are not easy now, but we shall start from somewhere.
We have people that contact us for training, but we came take more than the
amount I earlier mention.
Once more i am very great full, It was a very short meeting that we had but I
must say your impacts are already been feel ..

